
Exporting American Democracy Means Forcing LGBT Rights

Description

NATO’s backing of Ukraine is largely centered around promoting homosexuality and 
trasngenderism in Eastern Europe.

Washington Post columnist Jim Geraghty tweeted it’s “dumb” to oppose funding the war in
Ukraine because President Zelenskyy is a “homosexual weirdo” as alleged by Second
Amendment aficionado Ted Nugent.  His tweet is part of a running commentary about his own
article lamenting recent polling that shows more and more Americans are waking up to the
debauchery of American culture and blaming the LGBTQ enclave for the sudden rise in immoral
depravity leading to the destruction of traditional families.

Again, I'm not saying you have to support U.S. aid to Ukraine. But opposing U.S. aid to
Ukraine because Zelensky is a "homosexual weirdo," as Ted Nugent contended at a Trump
rally, is just dumb.https://t.co/KsbHV7m06l

— Jim Geraghty (@jimgeraghty) April 28, 2023

Zelenskyy has been criticized for past videos where he is seen wearing high heels and a BDSM
homoerotic leather ensemble.
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https://twitter.com/jimgeraghty/status/1651936312268554241
https://t.co/KsbHV7m06l
https://twitter.com/jimgeraghty/status/1651936312268554241?ref_src=twsrc^tfw


Apparently, Geraghty doesn’t want Americans to realize advancing LGBTQ rights is a major reason the
United States and NATO support the war in Ukraine.  If Americans were to come to the conclusion that
exporting democracy means forcing Eastern European countries to embrace gay marriage and the
chemical castration of children, then there might be a mass deletion of Ukrainian flag profile pictures on
social media.  In fact, there is plenty of evidence the war in Ukraine and the 2014 Victoria Nuland-
backed coup are all about gay rights and that the coup came in response to Vladimir Putin’s prohibition
of LGBT propaganda in 2013.

After NATO provoked the Russian invasion of Ukraine, Richard Moore, the head of MI6 tweeted “
With the tragedy and destruction unfolding so distressingly in Ukraine, we should remember the values 
and hard-won freedoms that distinguish us from Putin, none more than LGBT+ rights. So let’s resume 
our series of tweets to mark #LGBTHM2022“
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https://twitter.com/hashtag/LGBTHM2022?src=hashtag_click


With the tragedy and destruction unfolding so distressingly in Ukraine, we should remember
the values and hard won freedoms that distinguish us from Putin, none more than LGBT+
rights. So let’s resume our series of tweets to mark #LGBTHM2022

— Richard Moore (@ChiefMI6) February 25, 2022

This should come as no surprise since MI6 has been known to fly the transgender flag above its
headquarters.

Moore also has his personal pronouns listed on his Twitter bio to make sure everyone knows he is a
supporter of rainbow ideology.

In fact, on the morning of the Russian invasion of Ukraine, the British Ministry of Defense was virtue
signaling on Twitter about “LGBT History Month”.

Additionally, pro-war publications have seeded the narrative on LGBT rights in Ukraine for years. In
2015, Foreign Policy wrote, “LGBT Gains in Ukraine Are in Danger”. In June of 2019 Brookings
reported on NATO and Pride parades by asking the question “What does a Pride parade have to do
with NATO? More than you might think”. The article goes on to claim the Kremlin is exploiting anti-
homosexual sentiment harbored by average Ukrainians for geopolitical gain.  Al Jazeera’s reporting on
the Ukraine war made sure to inform their readers of anti-LGBT sentiment in Russia.  In 2022 they
wrote, “As the Ukraine war rages. Russia doubles down on anti-LGBT laws”.

At its inception, NATO’s goal was to protect Christian Europe from the godless communists of the
Soviet Union.  In a stark role reversal, the United States and NATO are funding anti-Christian
Zelenskyy as he persecutes Christian orthodox Churches inside Ukraine.  If the majority of American
Christians ever equate the support of Ukraine with advancing the LGBTQ agenda currently besieging
American culture from all directions, then support for the Ukraine war could plummet.

This reporter guest hosted the Stew Peters Show back in February and addressed concerns that the
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war in Ukraine is primarily about gay rights.

Watch the broadcast below for more details:

Category

1. Crime-Justice-Terrorism-Corruption
2. Disasters-Crisis-Depopulation-Genocide
3. Main
4. NWO-Deep State-Dictatorship-Tyrrany
5. Racism-Trans/Gender-LGBTQ+-Sex. crimes
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